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The Exponential Time Hypothesis

•  



Consequences of ETH

• Known algorithms for several problems are 
essentially best possible
– Many NPC problems, k-SUM [Williams 

Patrascu ‘10], Nonnegative rank [Moitra ‘13]

• Resolves many questions in parameterized 
complexity, in particular W[1] != FPT.

• Strong Derandomization 
[Impagliazzo Wigderson ‘99]



Circumstantial Support for ETH

•  



Resolution

• Resolution is a simple proof system often 
studied in connection with SAT.
A resolution refutation of a CNF is a logical 
derivation of a contradiction from the 
assumption that each of its clauses is true. 
New clauses are derived by the rule:



Resolution



Resolution-based Algorithms

• Many algo’s use resolution-based reasoning.
– All modern SAT solvers based on DPLL + clause 

learning explicitly manipulate clauses this way.

• When run on unsat instances, stack trace of 
such an algorithm contains a resolution proof, 
→ proof size gives a lower bound on running 
time.



Resolution-based Algorithms

• Sometimes resolution is used implicitly. 
[Tarjan Trojanowski ‘76] gave a novel algorithm for 
independent set. [Chvatal’77] introduced a proof 
system to study its limits. 
[Beame Impagliazzo Sabharwal ’03] showed that 
Resolution simulates this proof system, (and 
proved lower bounds for independent set 
tautologies). Thus the Tarjan Trojanowski 
algorithm implicitly uses resolution.



Regular Resolution

• A refutation is regular if on any path in the 
proof DAG, no variable is resolved more than 
once. 

• A few algorithms in the literature generate 
only regular resolution proofs 
[Davis Putnam ‘61][Aleknovich Razborov ’01] [Allender, Chen, 
Lou, Papakonstantinou, Tang ’13]

• Regular resolution often used as a stepping 
stone in lower bounds research. [Raz Pitassi ‘03]



Previous Work

•  



Does Strong ETH hold for Resolution?

•  

 

 



Resolution Lower Bound Techniques

• One of the organizing ideas in resolution 
lower bounds is to use proof width as an 
auxiliary measure of complexity:

• The width of a clause is the number of literals 
it contains, 

• The width of a refutation is the width its 
widest clause. 

 



Resolution Lower Bound Techniques

Size Bounds by Amplification trick [Beame Pitassi ‘96]

1) Prove a width lower bound for one type of 
formula: 
Any refutation has at least  one “wide clause”.

2) Using a random restriction argument, deduce 
that any refutation of (a different) formula 
requires many wide clauses (and hence is large).



Resolution Lower Bound Techniques

•  



How to show there is one wide clause?

•  



How to show there is one wide clause?

•  
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First step: Better width bounds

•  
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First Step: Better Width Bounds
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First Step: Better Width Bounds
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Regular Resolution Size Bounds

•  



Regular Resolution Size Bounds
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Regular Resolution Size Bounds
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General Resolution Size Bounds

•  



General Resolution Size Bounds
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General Resolution Size Bounds
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General Resolution Size Bounds
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Open Questions

•  



Thanks!


